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Abstract—Massive MIMO systems, while being a promising
technology for 5G systems, face a number of practical challenges.
Among those, pilot contamination stands out as a key bottleneck
to design high-capacity beamforming methods. We propose and
analyze a location-aided approach to reduce the pilot contami-
nation effect in uplink channel estimation for massive MIMO
systems. The proposed method exploits the location of user
terminals, scatterers, and base stations. The approach removes
the need for direct estimation of large covariance matrices
and provides good channel estimation performance in the large
antenna regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of very large antenna arrays at the base station
(BS) is considered as a promising technology for 5G commu-
nications [1]. Such massive MIMO systems boost the spectral
efficiency and lead to a uniform user experience, as opposed
to large variations in the received user bit rate or quality of
service between the cell center and cell edge [2]–[5]. The
underlying theory of massive MIMO systems is that under
the assumption of perfect channel estimation, the channel of
a served user grows orthogonal to other users and thereby
interference can be virtually eliminated [6].
Pilot sequences, which are necessary for channel estimation,
are a scarce resource. This is due to the fact that the length,
i.e., number of symbols, of pilot sequences is limited by the
coherence time and bandwidth of the wireless channel. In turn,
the number of separable users is limited by the number of
the available orthogonal pilot sequences. Consequently, when
the number of antennas grows large, the number of spatially
separable users is not limited by the number of antennas but
by the number of available orthogonal pilot sequences [4],
[5]. Therefore, in multicell systems, the pilot sequences must
be reused, which leads to interference between identical pilot
sequences from users in neighboring cells. This interference
in multicell massive MIMO systems is known as the pilot
contamination problem [7]. Pilot contamination is known to
degrade the quality of channel state information at the BS,
which in turn degrades the performance in terms of achieved
spectral efficiency, beamforming gains, and cell edge user
throughput.
Existing approaches to mitigate pilot contamination include
blind channel estimation using eigenvalue-decomposition [8],
greater-than-one pilot reuse schemes [9], modifying the frame
structure such that the pilots are transmitted in each cell in
non-overlapping time slots [10], [11], transmitting pilots in
consecutive phases in which each BS keeps silent in one
phase and repeatedly transmits in other phases [12], mixture
of downlink and uplink training [13], and exploiting second-
order statistics of desired and interfering user channels [14].
In particular, [14] exploited the covariance matrices of the
desired and interfering channels and showed that by carefully
allocating the pilots to the users, the pilot contamination
effect is eliminated in the large antenna array regime. The
design is based on the knowledge of the covariance matrices
of the desired channel, as well as the interfering channels.
These covariance matrices scale roughly quadratically with the
number of antennas per user and thus may be impractical to
estimate. Also, the covariance matrices of the users change
with their mobility and with the environmental changes and
the corresponding propagation conditions.
In this paper, we propose to use location information
inspired from the works of [15]–[17], for determining the
appropriate pilot sequence assignments to users. Based on
the observation that long-term channel characteristics and
thereby user separation (i.e., the establishment of a set of
spatially separable users) can be related to user location,
pilot sequence assignment can be arranged such that users
that are spatially separated reuse identical pilot sequences.
The proposed approach essentially eliminates the scalability
problem in estimating covariance matrices, both in terms of
number of antennas and number of users and network nodes.
In particular, we relate the mean and the standard deviation
of the angle-of-arrival (AoA) to a user location, rather than to
a user’s channel. Through numerical evaluations, we demon-
strate the performance of the proposed method for different
user selection methods. Our results indicate that the proposed
method approaches interference-free channel estimation for
the large antenna regime.
Notation: We denote vectors in bold x, matrices in bold
capitals X, XT and XH denote transpose and hermitian,
respectively. The i-th entry of x is denoted by [x]i. vec[X]
denotes stacking row-wise all the elements of X in a vector.
U [a, b] denotes a uniform distribution over the interval a < b.
The Kronecker product of two matrices X1 and X2 is denoted
as X1 ⊗X2. IM denotes the identity matrix of size M ×M
and ‖.‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a two-dimensional scenario with L hexagonal
cells, and each cell is served by one BS, which is equipped
with M antennas. Users are located uniformly within the cells.
The location of the i-th user in the j-th cell is denoted by
xuij ∈ R2, while the location of the BS in k-th cell is written
as xbk ∈ R2. The objective of the BS is to estimate the uplink
channel from a desired user, in the presence of L−1 interfering
users.
A. Channel Model
The uplink channel of user i from cell j to BS k is denoted
by hijk ∈ CM . We note that the channel only depends on
the user i and the base station k, but the use of the additional
index j will allow us to distinguish users from their own base
station (j = k) with users from another base station (j 6= k).
The channel is modeled as the superposition of P arriving
paths
hijk =
1√
P
P∑
p=1
a(θ
(p)
ijk)α
(p)
ijk, (1)
where a(θijk) ∈ CM is the antenna steering vector corre-
sponding to AoA θijk ∈ [0, 2pi), p is the path index, and
α
(p)
ijk is the channel coefficient of the p-th path. The AoA’s
are assumed to be i.i.d., with probability density p(θijk). We
model α(p)ijk
i.i.d.∼ CN (0, βijk), in which βijk depends on path-
loss and shadowing between user i in cell j and BS k. In
particular, let α be a constant that depends on cell edge signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) and cell radius R. It is defined as
α[dB] = γSNR + 10 η log10(R) + 10 log10(σ2n), (2)
where γSNR is the cell edge SNR in dB, η is the path-loss
exponent, and σ2n is the receiver noise power in dBm. Then,
in linear scale βijk = α‖xuij − xbk‖−η2 . Restricting ourselves
to uniform linear arrays, the m-th entry in the steering vector
is given by [14]
[a(θijk)]m = exp (−j2pimD cos(θijk)/λ) , (3)
in which D is the antenna spacing at the BS and λ is the signal
wavelength. It should be noted that we can limit θijk ∈ [0, pi]
because any angle θijk ∈ [−pi, 0] can be replaced by −θijk,
thus giving the same steering vector.
B. Received Pilot Signal
Assume L users, one at each BS, have been assigned the
same pilot sequence s of length τ . For notational convenience,
we will further assume that all the users indexed with i are
assigned the same pilot sequence s. Later, in Section IV, we
will present various ways to assign users across cells to a given
pilot sequence. The received M × τ pilot signal observed at
BS k is written as
Yk = hikk s
T +
L∑
j=1,j 6=k
hijk s
T +N, (4)
where N ∈ CM×τ is spatially and temporally additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with element-wise variance σ2n. In
(4), hikk is the desired signal channel in the cell k and hijk
(j 6= k) are the channels of interfering signals from other cells.
III. UPLINK CHANNEL ESTIMATION
A. MMSE Channel Estimator
The minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimate of the
desired channel hikk by BS k is then given by [14, Eq. (18)]
hˆikk = Rikk
(
σ2IM + τ
L∑
j=1
Rijk
)−1
S¯Hvec[Yk], (5)
where S¯ = s ⊗ IM and Rijk ∈ CM×M is the covariance
matrix of hijk , given by
Rijk = βijk
ˆ
p(θijk)a(θijk)a
H(θijk) dθijk, (6)
due to (1) and the assumptions from Section II-A. The esti-
mator (5) critically relies on the knowledge of the covariance
matrices. Due to the high-dimensional nature of Rijk , this
knowledge is difficult to obtain in practice. When Rijk is
perfectly known to BS k, intelligent pilot assignment can be
performed to minimize the effect of pilot contamination [14].
The channel estimate of the desired channel in the presence
of no interfering signals from other cells can be obtained by
setting the interference terms to zero in (5), leading to the
estimate
hˆno-intikk = Rikk
(
σ2IM + τRikk
)−1
S¯Hyk, (7)
where yk = S¯hikk+vec[N] is the received τ×1 signal vector
at the BS k under no interference from the other cell users.
B. Location-Aided Covariance Estimation
The distribution p(θijk) is governed by the physical prop-
agation environment. In some scenarios, as in [18, Fig. 1],
propagation can be dominated by scatterers in the vicinity of
the users. As an approximation, we consider a ring of radius
rs comprising many scatterers around the user. In that case,
p(θijk) corresponds to a uniform distribution:
θijk ∼ U [θminijk , θmaxijk ], (8)
for some fixed θminijk < θmaxijk ∈ [0, pi]. In particular,
θminijk = arctan
(
[xuij ]2 − [xbk]2
[xuij ]1 − [xbk]1
)
− arcsin
(
rs
‖xuij − xbk‖2
)
,
(9)
θmaxijk = arctan
(
[xuij ]2 − [xbk]2
[xuij ]1 − [xbk]1
)
+ arcsin
(
rs
‖xuij − xbk‖2
)
.
(10)
Combined with the knowledge of βijk , which can also be
related to the user’s position since βijk = α‖xuij − xbk‖−η2 , it
is then possible to numerically compute Rijk . Hence, given
the location of the L users, BS k can infer the covariance
matrices and utilize those to compute hˆikk in (5).
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Fig. 1. (a) A two-dimensional 7-cell hexagonal layout with a BS placed at the center of each cell. The users in each cell are marked with a black dot and
the scatterers lie within a circle around the user. The center cell (cell 1) is the target cell with the desired user and users from other cells (cells indexed 2
to 7) form the set of interfering users; (b) The support of AoA of desired and interfering users at the target BS and shows a specific example with desired
user location xun1, target BS location xb1 , interfering user location xuij and the radius of the ring of scatterers rs. The supports of the desired and interfering
user’s AoA at the target BS are [θminn11 , θmaxn11 ] and [θminij1 , θmaxij1 ], respectively.
IV. LOCATION-AIDED USER SELECTION FOR PILOT
CONTAMINATION REDUCTION
In Section II-B, we considered L arbitrary users that were
assigned the same pilot sequence. However, using location
information, a more informed assignment is possible. We
consider the scenario of a given target user in cell 1, say
user n, with channel hn11 determined by AoA distribution
[θminn11 , θ
max
n11 ]. Our objective is to find L − 1 users in the
surrounding cells and assign them the same pilot sequence as
user n. These users have AoAs in the ranges {[θminij1 , θmaxij1 ]}j 6=1
for the corresponding channels {hij1}j 6=1. It has been shown
in [14, Theorem 1] that when the intervals {[θminij1 , θmaxij1 ]}j 6=1
are strictly non-overlapping with [θminn11 , θmaxn11 ], then
lim
M→∞
hˆn11 = hˆ
no-int
n11 . (11)
The setup is visualized in Fig. 1, depicting the location of
users, BSs, radius of scatterers, and the description of the
user’s AoA support.
We now consider two approaches for user assignment:
random and location-based, both of which are detailed below.
A. Random User Assignment
In the random assignment, a single user is chosen randomly
in each cell and assigned the same pilot sequence. A random
assignment cannot always guarantee that {[θminij1 , θmaxij1 ]}j 6=1
does not overlap with [θminn11 , θmaxn11 ], so that limM→∞ hˆn11 6=
hˆno-intn11 , which in turn implies that in the large-antenna regime,
the estimate of the channel will be limited by interference.
B. Location-Based User Assignment
Under the assumption that we can estimate the covariance
matrices Rijk from user locations, the user assignment can be
performed based on the location, accounting for the following
conditions:
• Condition C1: The support of interfering signals AoA
{[θminij1 , θmaxij1 ]}j 6=1 should be strictly non-overlapping
with the support of the desired signal AoA [θminn11 , θmaxn11 ];
• Condition C2: The support of interfering signal AoA
{[θminij1 , θmaxij1 ]}j 6=1 is maximally separated from the sup-
port of the desired signal AoA [θminn11 , θmaxn11 ]; and
• Condition C3: The support of interfering signal AoA
{[θminij1 , θmaxij1 ]}j 6=1 is minimally overlapping with the sup-
port of the desired signal AoA [θminn11 , θmaxn11 ].
Condition C1 is based directly on the results from [14,
Theorem 1] and ensures good channel estimation for M →∞.
There may be multiple sets of users to satisfy C1. For that
reason, we can optimize within all these sets, and impose
Condition C2, which is stronger than C1, to ensure that the
interference is as limited as possible. Finally, since in general
C1 and thus C2 may not always be possible to satisfy, we
also consider a weaker condition C3, which aims to minimize
the interference, but cannot guarantee that (11) holds. The
algorithm to select users based on conditions C1, C2, and C3
is described now.
Let xun1 be the location of the desired user in the center cell
with support [θminn11 , θmaxn11 ]. Let us assume each cell comprises
K users. Let us introduce the variables y(1)ij ∈ {0, 1}, y(2)ij ∈
{0, 1}, where one of which takes on the value 1 if i-th user
in j-th cell has been selected and 0 otherwise. The variables
y
(1)
ij and y
(2)
ij distinguish whether the support of the interfering
user’s AoA is either to the left or right of the support of the
desired user’s AoA respectively. The user assignment can be
written as an integer linear program:
maximize
{y
(1)
ij
, y
(2)
ij
}j=2,...L
i=1,...K
L∑
j=2
K∑
i=1
((
θminij1 − θmaxn11
)
y
(1)
ij (12a)
+
(
θminn11 − θmaxij1
)
y
(2)
ij
)
subject to
K∑
i=1
y
(1)
ij + y
(2)
ij = 1, ∀j (12b)
y
(1)
ij ∈ {0, 1}, y(2)ij ∈ {0, 1}. (12c)
We note the following: (12a) maximizes the distance be-
tween the AoA supports of the desired and the interfering
users which is based on condition C2; (12b) guarantees that
only one user is selected from each cell; and (12c) imposes
the binary integer requirements on the optimization variables.
The above optimization problem is always feasible. The
problem (12) gives preference to users that satisfy the con-
dition C2, in which case the objective is maximized. It might
be possible that the user locations are such that neither
C1 nor C2 can be satisfied. This is tackled in (12), as it
implicitly considers the condition C3 in the formulation. For
example, when the support of the interfering signal AoA
{[θminij1 , θmaxij1 ]}j 6=1 is overlapping with the support of the
desired signal AoA [θminn11 , θmaxn11 ], the terms
(
θminij1 − θmaxn11
)
and
(
θminn11 − θmaxij1
)
in the objective function become negative.
Therefore, to maximize the objective, the interfering users are
selected in such way that provides minimal overlap with the
support of the desired signal AoA.
C. Remarks on Joint Assignment and Mutual Interference
We note that both the random and location-based assign-
ments consider one user in cell 1. Hence, after a set of users
has been assigned a certain pilot, the process is repeated for
a second user in the center cell, and so forth. This is a greedy
approach, which provides the most benefit for the first user,
and less benefit for later users, as there will be fewer users
from the other cells to choose from. Hence, a one-shot joint
assignment of all users in the center cell could lead to better
performance, but that is not the focus of this study.
We also note that the assignment aims to reduce the inter-
ference seen by the center cell users, with no regard to the
interference that non-center cell users experience with respect
to each other. Hence, a joint design across multiple cells is
needed to benefit from the proposed scheme for all users in
the system. This is also left as a topic for future work.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We consider a 7-cell network with the center cell being
the target cell, i.e., cell 1. The simulation parameters used to
obtain the numerical results are given in Table I.
Performance Metric: The performance metric considered
for the numerical results is the normalized channel estimation
error E , which is defined in dB scale as
E [dB] = 10 log10
(
‖hˆn11 − hn11‖2F
‖hn11‖2F
)
. (13)
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
L 7
η 2.5
λ 0.1 m
σn 0.001
R 1000 m
K 50
Parameter Value
rs 100 m
γSNR 20 dB
P 50
τ 10
D λ/2
Number of antennas M
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Fig. 2. Comparison of normalized average channel estimation error E versus
number of antennas for random and location-based user selection methods.
For each value of M , the results of E are averaged over 200 channel
realizations.
Evaluation of Location-Based Assignment: In Fig. 2, the
estimation error E versus the number of BS antennas is illus-
trated. It can be observed that E decreases with the increase in
antenna number M at the BS. This is achieved by exploiting
the locations of users and BSs in obtaining the covariance
matrices needed for the channel estimation. In the random
assignment, E decreases initially and then becomes saturated
in the large antenna regime. This is because it is not guaranteed
that the AoA support of the interfering users is strictly non-
overlapping with the AoA support of the desired user. On
the other hand, in the location-based user assignment, the
overlap between the desired and interfering users is minimized.
As a consequence, E decreases rapidly and approaches the
interference-free scenario channel estimation performance in
the large antenna regime.
Impact of Location Uncertainty: In practice, users may not
have access to their true location as localization is subject to
various sources of uncertainty. The accuracy of the location
depends on the localization technology used and also on the
environment (outdoor or indoor). We quantified the impact
of the location uncertainty on E for location-based user
assignment in Fig. 3. The user selection is done based on
the estimated location information and while evaluating E the
true channels are generated using actual location information.
It can be seen that the location-based user selection is robust
to small levels of location uncertainty, up to 10 meter, which
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Fig. 3. Normalized average channel estimation error E versus number of
antennas at BS for location-based user assignment with different levels of
location error standard deviation. For each value of M , the results of E
are averaged over 200 channel realizations and over 100 realizations of the
location error.
is similar to the performance of commercial GPS receivers.
On the other hand, when the location uncertainty is high (100
m), the performance is degraded and requires more antennas
to approach the interference-free scenario. The reason for this
is that the user selection, which is done based on estimated
locations, is quite different from that using the true locations
under high location uncertainty. This leads to overlapping AoA
between the desired and interfering users with true locations.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed the use of location information in mitigating
pilot contamination present in massive MIMO systems. We
demonstrated the computation of the user channel covariance
matrices based on location information, thus eliminating the
need for estimating channel covariance matrices directly. We
established a spatially separable user set based on location
information rather than on processing channel covariance ma-
trices. With the proposed location-aided method, we showed
that the normalized channel estimation error of the desired
user decays rapidly with the increase in antenna number
and approaches the interference-free scenario in the large
antenna regime. Avenues for future research include joint
assignment of users within the cell, assignment across cells,
and assignment under more complex AoA distributions.
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